Abstract—Innovation is the soul of a nation. Universities shoulder the historical mission of developing students' innovative capacity. Research on training mode of improving college students' innovative and practice ability has become a hotspot in reform of higher education. In this paper, we analyzed the factors influence the originality of students, and found that innovation ability includes three parts: the innovative knowledge, the innovation ability and the innovative character. Among the three parts, the innovative knowledge includes the capacity of the knowledge and the knowledge structure; the innovative ability includes the ability of learning, observing, finding, organizing and solving problems; the innovative character consists of the moral traits and the personal features. The three components form a Trinitarian relationship and wield "foundation", "base" and "direction" effects on engineering college students respectively. The three components interact and supplement with each other, and form a circling system that runs smoothly. On this basis, we explored the training mode to improve innovation and practice ability of students in agricultural university.
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Science and technology is the first productive force, and innovation is an inexhaustible motive force for the prosperity of a country [1]. To cultivate and improve the innovation ability of college students is an important embodiment of the call of the times and to meet the needs of people's development [2,3]. Therefore, it is a close to improve the effectiveness of College Students’ innovation ability to build a good training mode of College Students’ innovation ability. The research on this aspect is an urgent requirement of the development of higher education, which has far-reaching significance.

I. CHINA'S CURRENT STATUS OF AGRICULTURE UNDERGRADUATE TRAINING

A. Selecting a Template

Early Chinese University Education in the use of the former Soviet Union concentrated force of running a school, training elite school model, detailed division of the professional and field [4,5]. With the deepening of education, China's own university education system has been gradually perfecting. This mechanism of our current system of university education plays an important role in the training of personnel for national economic construction, but appeared some outstanding problems also. Some domestic entrepreneurs and foreign experts generally believe that the basic skills of Chinese students is relatively solid, but the practice ability is not strong, as well as their innovative awareness [4]. Our survey to agricultural college students also found that students generally believe that they have to strengthen the ability of training, find problems from practice, and improve their ability to innovate [5].

II. FACTORS AFFECTING COLLEGE STUDENTS' CREATIVE ABILITY

Innovation ability is not innate, not acquired in the culture overnight. Its prerequisite is that the creator has the ability to use the existing knowledge, information, skills and methods to put forward new problems and new perspectives, which can be seen, the spirit of innovation is actually a diverse complex.

As it shown in Fig. 1, students' innovative practical ability depends on the cooperation of 'student, teacher and school' three important elements. The cultivation of students' innovative practical ability cannot depart from the support of school and teacher's teaching. Based on perfecting themselves, the influence of environment is very important. Knowledge is critical for the formation of innovation ability; it can also decide the level of the ability; in the formation of individual innovation ability play a role of learning about the world. Cannot make bricks without straw', the establishment of the school platform is significant to improve students' innovation ability. Many schools’ hardware is the main factor that limits students' innovation ability. Through using the platform from school and the knowledge taught by their teachers, students integrating their own new ideas and new opinions, discovering
problems, analyze and solve them. Efforts to improve their own quality, namely improve the innovation ability in practice.

III. DISCUSSION IN TRAINING MODES TO IMPROVE THE STUDENTS’ CREATIVE AND PRACTICAL ABILITY

A. Changing Concepts of Education and Reforming the Traditional Education Mode

These ways, improving understanding, changing concepts of education, changing the teaching mode of teacher-led classroom, taking the students as the dominants and following the "student-oriented" principle of education are essential for education reformation. The specific methods to cultivate the innovative ability are using innovative teaching methods, using innovative teaching methods, the construction of practice teaching, establishing practice platform, establishing efficient innovation ability training security system and so on.

B. Improve the Evaluation System and Establish Appropriate Evaluation Methods

Students in the university learning is not in the traditional sense of acquiring knowledge, but acquiring ability of problem analysis and problem solving to better survive in the society and to have a better life [8, 9]. The organic integration of the elements of the undergraduates’ innovative ability training mode is organically integrated so that the elements come into an effective operating mechanism, optimize the existing main training mode, and improve the effectiveness of the innovation ability training. Instead of the result of high score and low abilities, the goal of higher education is to cultivate and improve the ability of knowledge learning, ability to apply, ability to judge, integrate ability and create ability, so as to cultivate and improve students' ability to innovate.

C. Extend the Students’ Interests and Hobbies

Student potential and creativity is unlimited, keep an open mind and open academic vision is very important [10]. Due to the inertia of professional education for a long time, teachers and administrators in colleges and universities find it hard to get rid of the influence of the paradigm of academic disciplines. In the process of organizing undergraduates to carry out scientific research activities, consciously or unconsciously according to existing mindset and study mode to operate. The undergraduate innovative entrepreneurship training is not enough and there existing a serious gap between theory and practice.

Take interest as a starting point, students are encouraged to do something unconventional or unorthodox, let students dare to think, dare to do, can write, can speak. Continuously stimulate students' interest in learning, exert the students' creative potential, to achieve to cultivate the students' innovative spirit and entrepreneurial ability, make the student's knowledge internalizes as their own quality, externalizes as their ability.

D. Strengthen Resources Guarantee and Conditions Created

1) The basic guarantee of teachers of the basic faculty

Personnel training mainly depend on education, innovative personnel training depends on innovative education, but the innovative education development mainly relies on the quality of teachers. Reduce large classes as forms of education, which
lack of communicate opportunities between teachers and students, to implement small class teaching, teaching assistant system and so on. Don’t too dispute in the protection of teachers in teaching cost, to further increase the number of hiring teachers; at the same time hold good teachers, optimize the teachers learn as much as possible academic structure and professional structure; also pay attention to the continuing education of teachers, explore the implementation of higher engineering education teacher certification system; it is necessary to pay attention to the cultivation of new teachers, but also pay attention to existing teachers do to maximize creativity.

2) Equipment facilities and student innovation platform

Specifically includes two aspects: First, the hardware construction, mainly to increase investment, the library, experimental teaching center, scientific and technological innovation center and Laboratory and other resources such as high-standard construction. The second is the construction from the software, including increased management and are open to these facilities and platforms as well as to enhance students’ ability and efficient use of resources, innovative science.

3) Increase financial support, to provide comprehensive and timely guidance

To complete an innovation activity, the relevant research equipment purchase and development, information retrieval and purchase, papers published, and an application for a patent all of them need financial support, we can set up a special fund for college students’ innovation, to provide fertile soil for the student innovation teams. By creating the carrier of students under the guidance of teachers, such as scientific research training program, the tutorial system, and strengthen the policy levers, encourage teachers to participate in the guidelines for the students.

E. Strengthening the Construction of Practical Teaching Base and Improving the Quality of Practical Teaching

“What's learned from books is superficial after all”, especially for the agricultural students, no experience is difficult to grasp the knowledge points on the books, such as crop breeding experiments, the process of how to pollination. If students do not personally practice, it is difficult to understand theoretical knowledge. In addition, it is not enough to simply the experiment that has been set up the experiment purpose, procedure and conclusion already in the book. In order to develop creative thinking, eliminate the mindset, students need to think about themselves, to verify and solve their own questions. Therefore, the University of Science and engineering laboratory should be more open to students, the experimental teacher just guiding from the side, not to command and supervise. At the same time, a comprehensive innovative experiment is added in the experiment course to change the situation that was mainly based on the verification experiment in the former. For example, "Food technology big experiment", "Biotechnology big experiment" and so on in our school has effective inspired and cultivated students' innovative thinking.

At the same time, in recent years, the national organization of College Students’ innovation and entrepreneurship training project also has a significant effect on the cultivation of College Students' innovative and entrepreneurial ability. Undergraduates find problems through their own research, systematically to solve the problem with the guidance of the teachers, finally to report project and write papers, and even to apply for a patent for invention. In 2015, a total of 49 projects were titled to national innovation and entrepreneurship training programs in our school, including 5 entrepreneurial practice projects, and 83 projects were awarded as Tianjin municipal college students innovation and entrepreneurship training programs, 170 articles were published, 127 among them were students to be the first author, 22 patents, 3 application software copyrights, 11 Student Competition Awards. Students’ innovation and entrepreneurship training program provide students with a good platform, while only graduates could complete a research systematically in the past. In fact, in undergraduate education, it is also necessary to take scientific research as the carrier to involve undergraduates and gradually cultivate the students' innovative spirit and creative thinking. The participation experiment can stimulate students’ interest and initiative. At the same time, knowledge has been strengthened and it’s more convenient for teachers and students to communicate.

Therefore, to improve the students’ ability of innovation and practice, we need to set up with the following aspects: getting the frontiers knowledge, cultivating students' learning ability and a flexible application of knowledge, cultivating college students to observe and understand the problem, cultivating College Students Analysis and judgment ability, constructing efficient platforms for practice, cultivating college students' ability to comprehensive use of knowledge, training students' innovation ability of knowledge integration, and ultimately the formation of the innovative ability training mode.

IV. CONCLUSION

We should concentrate on practical teaching, giving full play to the role of the practical teaching, which is an important way to train the innovation ability of the college students under the condition of market economy system. Through years of exploration and effort, handing ability of our agricultural professional graduate has won the acceptance of employers. Because the reform of professional practical teaching is still on the way, we will continue to summarize the experience in the practical teaching and strengthen the training of student's innovation ability to cultivate high-quality innovative talents.
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